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Stretchable electronics has many important and emerging applications. Sun et al. �Nature Nanotech.
1, 201 �2006�� recently demonstrated stretchable electronics based on precisely controlled buckle
geometries in GaAs and Si nanoribbons on elastomeric substrates. A nonlinear buckling model is
presented in this letter to study the mechanics of this type of thin film/substrate system. An
analytical solution is obtained for the buckling geometry �wavelength and amplitude� and the
maximum strain in buckled thin film. This solution agrees very well with the experiments, and
shows explicitly how buckling can significantly reduce the thin film strain to achieve the system
stretchability. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2719027�

Stretchable electronics have many important and emerg-
ing applications in devices, such as an eyelike digital
camera,1 comfortable skin sensor,2 intelligent surgical
golves,3 and structural health monitoring devices.4 There ex-
ist several approaches to fabricate the stretchable electronics.
One scenario used stretchable interconnects of metal wires to
link electronic components �e.g., transistors� on isolated,
rigid islands.5–10 Another different, but complementary, ap-
proach is to produce stretchable components directly based
on periodic, sinusoidal wavylike single crystalline Si ribbons
on an elastomeric substrate.11 Field-effect transistors, p-n di-
odes, and other devices for electronic circuits can be directly
integrated into the Si to yield fully stretchable components.

The latter approach11 has the following limitations. �1�
The “wavy” Si ribbons are formed from spontaneous buck-
ling with amplitudes and wavelengths determined by mate-
rial properties �e.g., moduli and thickness�, without any di-
rect control over the geometries. �2� Although the range of
acceptable strain is improved significantly �to �20%� com-
pared to that of silicon itself ��1% �, the stretchability is still
too small for certain applications. In order to control the
buckle geometries and improve the stretchability, Sun et al.12

used a mechanical strategy to create precisely controlled
buckle geometries for nanoribbons of GaAs and Si, which
combines lithographically patterned surface bonding chemis-
try and a buckling process similar to that reported by Khang
et al.11

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the photolithograph process to
define the bonding chemistry is conducted on a stretched
poly�dimethylsiloxane� �PDMS� substrate subject to pre-
strain �pre=�L /L along the ribbon direction to form periodic
interfacial patterns with activated sites where the chemical
bonding occurs between thin film �GaAs or Si� and PDMS
substrate, as well as inactivated sites where there is only
weak van der Waals interactions at the interface. The widths
of activated and inactivated sites are denoted as Wact and Win,
respectively �Fig. 1�a��. Thin film ribbons oriented parallel to
the prestrain direction are attached to the prestrained and
patterned PDMS substrate �Fig. 1�b��. The relaxation of the
prestrain �pre in PDMS leads buckling of these ribbons due to
the physical separation of the ribbons from the inactivated
sites on the PDMS �Fig. 1�c��. The wavelength of the buck-
led structures is 2L1=Win / �1+�pre�, and its amplitude A de-
pends on the geometries of the interfacial patterns �Wact and
Win� and the prestrain. Figure 1�d� shows a tilted-view scan-
ning electron microscope �SEM� image of buckled GaAs
ribbons on PDMS, in which �pre=60%, Wact=10 �m, and
Win=400 �m. Details of the experimental procedures and
observations were presented elsewhere.12

The relation between the geometries of interfacial pat-
terns and the buckling profiles is important to the stretchabil-
ity of the thin film/substrate system. In this letter, a nonlinear
buckling model is presented to study the buckling behavior
and to predict the maximum strain in the thin film as a func-
tion of interfacial pattern.

The energy method is used to determine the buckling
geometry. The thin film is modeled as an elastic nonlinear
von Karman beam,13 which requires �1� the film thickness
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��0.1 �m� to be much smaller than any characteristic length
in the film plane such as the buckling wavelength
��200 �m� and film width and length and �2� the strain in
the thin film is negligibly small. The first requirement is
always satisfied and the second one to be shown in this letter
also holds for this type of thin film/substrate system, which
ensures that the von Karman approximation always valid.
The PDMS substrate is modeled as a semi-infinite elastic
media because its thickness �a few millimeters� is four orders
of magnitude larger than the film thickness ��0.1 �m�. The
total energy consists of three parts, the bending energy Ub
due to thin film buckling, membrane energy Um in the thin
film, and energy Us in the substrate. Such an approach was
used in prior studies of thin film on elastomeric
substrate.11,14,15

Upon relaxation of the prestrain in the patterned PDMS,
the compressive strain in the thin film induces buckling over

the inactivated �weak bonding� region shown in Fig. 1�d�.
The buckling profile can be expressed as

w = �w1 =
1

2
A�1 + cos

�x1

L1
� , − L1 � x1 � L1

w2 = 0, L1 � 	x1	 � L2,

 �1�

where A is the buckling amplitude to be determined, x1 is the
ribbon direction, 2L1=Win / �1+�pre� is the buckling wave-
length, and 2L2=Win / �1+�pre�+Wact is the sum of activated
and inactivated regions after relaxation �Fig. 1�c��. The bend-
ing energy Ub in the thin film can be obtained from Eq. �1�
and the bending rigidity h3Ēf /12 as Ub=�−L2

L2 1 /2�h3Ēf /12�
��d2w /dx1

2�2dx1=h3Ēf�
4A2 /96L1

3, where h is the film thick-

ness, Ēf =Ef / �1−� f
2�, Ef, and � f are the plane-strain modulus,

Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio, respectively.
The membrane strain �11, which determines the mem-

brane energy in the thin film, is related to the displacement
w in Eq. �1� and the in-plane displacement u1 by
�11= �du1 /dx1�+ �1/2��dw /dx1�2−�pre,

13 where −�pre is the
compressive strain due to the relaxation of prestrain �pre in
the substrate. Since Young’s modulus of PDMS substrate
��1 MPa� is five orders of magnitude smaller than the Si
thin film ��100 GPa�, Huang et al.15 showed that the
shear stress at the thin film/substrate interface is negligibly
small. The force equilibrium requires a constant membrane
force, which gives the in-plane displacement
u1= �A2�2 /4L1�x1�1/3L2−1/4L1�+ �A2� /32L1�sin�2�x1 /L1�
−�prex1 when −L1�x1�L1 and �A2�2 /12L1L2�x1−�prex1

− �A2�2 /16L1�sign�x1� when L1� 	x1	�L2. The membrane
strain then becomes a constant,

�11 =
A2�2

16L1L2
− �pre. �2�

The membrane energy in the thin film is given by

Um=�−L2

L2 �1/2�hĒf�11
2 dx1=hĒfL2�11

2 .
The substrate energy Us results solely from the

displacement/stress traction at the film/substrate interface
once the prestrain in the PDMS substrate is relaxed. The long
and buckled portion of the thin film �2L1� exerts vanishing
stress traction to the substrate directly underneath. The film/
substrate interface that remains intact �2�L2−L1�� has vanish-
ing displacement, as shown by the SEM image of the GaAs
thin film/PDMS substrate interface in the inset of Fig. 1�d�,
which reveals that the PDMS surface remains flat after re-
laxation for both activated/inactivated regions. For vanishing
displacement and vanishing stress traction, the relaxed
PDMS has vanishing energy Us=0.

Minimization of total energy �Utot /�A=0 with respect to
the buckling amplitude A gives

A =
4

�
�L1L2��pre − �c� for �pre � �c, �3�

where

�c =
h2�2

12L1
2 �4�

is the critical strain for buckling, which is identical to the
Euler buckling strain for a doubly clamped beam with length

2L1 and bending rigidity h3Ēf /12. The thin film does not

FIG. 1. �Color online� Processing steps for precisely controlled thin film
buckling on elastomeric substrate. �a� Prestrained PDMS with periodic ac-
tivated and inactivated patterns. L is the original length of PDMS and �L is
the extension. The widths of activated and inactivated sites are denoted as
Wact and Win, respectively. �b� A thin film parallel to the prestrain direction is
attached to the prestrained and patterned PDMS substrate. �c� The relaxation
of the prestrain �pre in PDMS leads to buckles of thin film. The wavelength
of the buckled film is 2L1 and its amplitude is A. 2L2 is the sum of activated
and inactivated regions after relaxation. �d� Scanning electron microscope
�SEM� image of buckled GaAs thin films formed using the previous proce-
dures. The inset shows the GaAs/PDMS substrate interface.
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buckle when �pre��c. Once �pre exceeds �c, the membrane
strain obtained from Eqs. �2� and �3� is �11=−�c, i.e., the thin
film buckles and adjusts its buckling amplitude A such that
the �compressive� membrane strain remains at �c.

This analytical solution agrees very well with experi-
ments, as shown in Fig. 2. The red lines are the profiles of
the buckled GaAs thin film given by Eqs. �1� and �3� for
different prestrain levels with the same layout of interfacial
patterns Wact=10 �m and Win=190 �m. The experimental
images are also shown for comparison. Good agreement be-
tween analytical solutions and experiments is observed for
both amplitude and wavelength, except for low prestrain
�e.g., �pre=11.3%�. This discrepancy is due to the assumption
that the thin film buckles over the entire inactivated region,
which may not hold at low prestrain.

The critical strain �c=h2�2 /12L1
2 in Eq. �4� is on

the order of 10−6 for the buckling wavelength
2L1�200 �m and thin film thickness h�0.1 �m. The buck-
ling amplitude A in Eq. �3� becomes A�4/���L1L2�pre

= �2/���Win�Win+Wact�1+�pre���pre / �1+�pre�, which is inde-
pendent of the thin film properties �e.g., thickness, Young’s
modulus� and is completely determined by the layout of in-
terfacial patterns �Win and Wact� and the prestrain. This ge-
neric conclusion suggests a broader application of this ap-
proach: thin films made of any materials will form into
almost the same buckled geometries �shown in Fig. 1�d�� for
the same interfacial patterns. Sun et al.12 used this approach
to obtain very similar buckled geometries for Si and GaAs.

One of the most important issues in stretchable electron-
ics is to reduce the strain level in electronics. Since the mem-
brane strain �11 is negligible ��10−6�, the maximum strain in
the thin film is the bending strain that results from the thin
film curvature d2w /dx1

2. This gives

�max =
h

2
max�d2w

dx1
2 � =

h�

L1
2
�L1L2�pre. �5�

For the activated region Wact much smaller than the in-
activated region Win, Eq. �5� can be approximated by
�max�h� /L1���pre. It is much smaller than the prestrain for
thin film thickness h��0.1 �m� much less than the wave-
length 2L1��200 �m�. For a 0.3 �m thin GaAs film buckled
on a patterned PDMS substrate with Wact=10 �m, Win
=400 �m, and �pre=60%, the maximum strain is only 0.6%,

two orders of magnitude smaller than the 60% prestrain.
Moreover, this infinitesimal strain �0.6%� ensures that the
von Karman beam assumption is always valid in this study.
The precisely controlled buckling can significantly reduce
the maximum strain in thin film, and improve the system
stretchability.

For very long inactivated region, buckling profiles dif-
ferent from Eq. �1� have been observed in experiments. For
example, when Win=760 �m and �pre=33.7%, instead of a
long wave with wavelength 2L1=Win / �1+�pre�=568 �m as
in Eq. �1�, two or three short waves with wavelength about
100 �m have been observed in experiments. Between the
short waves the thin film and substrate remain bonded. The
short waves are due to the competition between bending en-
ergy and interfacial adhesive energy, which will be further
investigated.

The buckled thin films �such as GaAs nanoribbons� need
protection in practical applications. This is achieved by em-
bedding the buckled thin films in PDMS �i.e., film sand-
wiched between PDMS� via the casting and curing of a pre-
polymer. The prepolymer is fluid which can flow and fill the
air gaps between buckled thin film and PDMS substrate.12

Such a procedure does not change the wavelength �2L1� nor
the amplitude �A� because the liquid prepolymer does not
impose any deformation to the thin film. The stretchability of
embedded system will be investigated elsewhere.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Buckled GaAs thin films on patterned PDMS sub-
strate with Wact=10 �m and Win=190 �m for different prestrain levels,
11.3%, 25.5%, 33.7%, and 56.0% �from top to bottom�. The red lines are the
profiles of the buckled GaAs thin film predicted by the analytical solution.
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